
Monroe A. Miller, Jr.
2200 Camp Branch Road
Waynesville, NC  28786
September 20, 2019

Subject: The Glorified Dog Pound & Sarge’s - a Sweetheart Deal, Let’s Follow the Money Dog.

This investigation of Sarge’s started off due to a belligerent Sarge’s employee, now identified at Erica
Leann Phillips.

From http://www.haywoodtp.net/pubII/190915SargesFollowTheMoney.pdf , 

“Whenever a person who is either elected or appointed to a position of power, or uses that power to
intimidate people or abuse their power, I will go after them.”

[Editors Note: Text above slightly expanded in previous link.]

“The threshold for this investigation of Sarge’s was triggered due to the behavior of some Sarge’s employees
to a young boy, TJ Ramey, Terry Ramey’s son.  For whatever reason, TJ and his father were at Sarge’s
inquiring about a dog that had just come in.  Initially, TJ was told he would be able to get the dog, but after
a woman with straight blonde hair interceded, everything changes, and it became terribly murky about TJ
being able to acquire the dog.  That was enough for me to drop what I was doing and take a look...”

Erica Leann Phillips photo, taken from Sarge’s website, appears at
http://www.haywoodtp.net/pubII/190919Mugshot.pdf 

Erica Leann Phillips was originally ID’ed as the woman with the straight blonde hair.
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On Wednesday, 9/18/2019, I made the command decision to collect all of the data I could obtain from
Sarge’s (at both locations) regarding the dog that TJ was inquiring about, referred to as “Leon” at the Sarge’s
desk in the Glorified Dog Pound from the county computers.  Then, go to Sarge’s in the Industrial Park and
get the balance of what I could from Sarge’s computer.  With this information, compare it to the Flow
Diagram developed with Doyle Teague last Thursday on 9/12/2019.  That was the plan.

I visited the Glorified Dog Pound around noon on 9/18/2019.  I asked for Jeff Stamey, the #2 guy there, as
Doyle Teague has disappeared, gone dark, dove into a bunker, who knows, since out meeting last Thursday
with Terry Ramey.

Dog Pound personnel indicated I had just missed him, as he was rushing off to an important meeting with
Bryant Morehead, County Manager.

I decided to go into the Lion’s den (Sarge’s part of the building) and ask for printouts related to TJ’s dog,
referred to as “Leon” at that point.  That was 12:02 pm.  After waiting about 5 minutes, a fellow came out
and asked if he could help me.  I requested printout’s of everything related to “Leon” from the time he came
in to the time he was transferred to Sarge’s.  He identified himself as “Doug”.

[Editors Note: On one of the printouts, the Voucher Number Document, there is a name at the bottom
indicating the clerk, DSAVITT.  I presume this guy’s name was Doug Savitt.]

I got every excuse in the book as to why he could not print the history out...
• He was not familiar with doing that,
• It was a very old program,
• etc., etc., etc...

I requested that he just start pressing the print button and print out everything he could.  That resulted in my
receiving five (5) pages.  

• Leon’s Medical History,
• Untitled document with the Date Leon became county property,
• Document entitled Voucher Number: R19-008010 (front and back side of paper),
• Transfer Contract.

Why don’t we compare these documents with the Flow Diagram Developed by Doyle Teague on 9/12/2019? 
First the Flow Diagram, then the five pages of documents, interspersed with comments.
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Note in this flow diagram that dogs go through the process of Spay/Neuter, shots, etc., before the transfer
to Sarge’s or that portion of the Glorified Dog Pound that people can get dogs for $85 at the Pound.
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This document indicates the dogs name while at the Glorified Dog Pound, Leon.  It was provided the
medication highlighted in yellow by the Glorified Dog Pound.  There is a description and photo of the dog
and a presumably a tracking number.
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This document indicates Due out: 9/10/2019, which was explained to me that this is the day the dog became
County Property.  The intake day was 9/4/2019, which is a span of six days.  The MOU indicated three days,
but Doug explained that ordinances and/or statutes require six days to contact a previous owner, not three
days.  The notation at Intake Type indicates STRAY/OTC.  To me, this indicates this dog came in off the
street, i.e. Over The Counter.  Later documents indicate an actual birth date for this dog of 4/4/2019.  WTF? 
How would Sarge’s personnel know what the birth date is?

This is also the date (9/10/2019) that the dog was transferred to Sarge’s.
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This document indicates a blank for both Neuter and Rabies Vaccination.  This dog left the Glorified Dog
Pound without getting either.  This directly contradicts the Flow Diagram developed by Doyle Teague. 
WTF?  Doug verified that the dog was neither Neutered or had a Rabies Vaccination, although the dog was
old enough to have the procedure.
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Voucher?  WTF?  What does this mean?  Is Sarge’s supposed to cart this dog to a facility to have it neutered
and use a prepaid coupon from the county’s Glorified Dog Pound?  Same for the Rabies Shot?  WTF?  It
appears from this that Sarge’s does not pay for this.
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This is a transfer contract, not filled out.  Presumably, in Sarge’s files at the Glorified Dog Pound, there is
an executed paper signed off for this dog.  I will probably never get to see it.  I will leave it up to Law
Enforcement to carry on from here...

This document also confirms that Leon was not neutered.
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Doug could not explain to me why this dog left the Glorified Dog Pound without being Neutered, nor given
the rabies shot.  I presented the flow diagram, and he could offer no explanation.

Having exhausted both our patience, I scuttled over to Sarge’s at the Industrial Park.  They must have been
waiting for me.

The Operations Administrator over at Sarge’s, according to Doyle Teague, is a guy named Fred Strohm.

I walked into their (leased) facility around 12:30 pm.  I was greeted by a guy at a desk, and there were two
customers seated in front of him.  A guy peaked around the corner, and I asked I would like to speak to Fred
Strohm - that was him.  He escorted me into his tiny office.  I requested all of the documentation on a dog
named Leon.  He checked his computer, and no dog named Leon.  I mentioned that this was the dog that TJ
Ramey, Terry Ramey’s son was interested in, and had filled out an adoption application.

Fred searched some more, and discovered that the dog had been renamed to Wagner, like the paint sprayer. 

[Editors note: It was about that time that a Sheriff’s Deputy came in and stood at the door to Fred’s office. 
Since the Deputy did not say anything, and neither did Fred, I continued dialog with Fred.]

Fred and I waited a long time for Microsoft Word program to boot.  He then printed a single page for
Wagner, a German Shepherd Dog, 5 months, born on 4/4/2019.  The dog was scheduled to have a Microchip
installed and be neutered on 9/23/2019.

I showed Fred the Flow Diagram and asked why it was not Neutered prior to leaving the Glorified Dog
Pound.  His initial reaction was he did not know why, and then questioned some of the flow diagram prior
to the dog getting neutered.  I suggested he take that up with Doyle Teague, but that Doyle Teague had gone
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dark.  I figured I was going to get about as much as I was going to get, so I decided to get up and leave.

As I rounded the corner into the lobby, there were two additional Sheriff’s Deputies standing there.  I asked,
are you here for me?

They said yes.

Three deputies - I am honored.

About that time, Erica Phillips came out from where she was hiding in the back, her face was red, and it
looked like she could spit nails.

She basically said she didn’t want me there and issued a No Trespass against me.

I was escorted out of the building.  There were three (3) separate black Sheriff’s vehicles there.  I should have
taken a picture.  On of the deputies, Chris Collins, asked what this was about.  I asked him if he had about
5 minutes.  I explained I was there to get information on TJ’s dog, and to correlate that with the flow
diagram.  I presented the “Follow the Money” document.

I explained that I had been to the FBI the day before, and then to Sheriff’s Christopher’s office, and presented
each with the Follow the Money document.  We all spoke for about 15 minutes, and each one went back into
Sarge’s separately to follow up with, presumably Erica Phillips.

Deputy Collins indicated that there would be a document available in the Sheriff’s office at 9:00 am the next
day.  I sure wanted a copy of that.  I left the parking lot, as I figured the deputies were not going anywhere
until I left.

The following is the page of information that Fred Strohm printed out for me...
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This document shows the dog’s new name, and date to receive a Microchip and get Neutered.  I did not get
any information relating to who was going to get this dog, although it was not going to be TJ Ramey.

I wanted to get a copy of the Adoption Contract, and the IRS Form 990's for the past 5 years, but I guess the
Sheriff’s Deputies distracted me.

The following is a copy of the Operations Report from the Sheriff’s Office obtained 9/20/2019.
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Some portions have been redacted prior to my getting this copy, although the complainant is most probably
Erica Phillips, the woman who could have spit nails she was so angry.

There were three (3) Deputies:
• Watts
• Collins
• Crocker
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The call was made in reference to a civil disturbance.  The response time on these deputies was very quick,
like the cops in Jack Reacher.  For the most part, Deputy Watts was standing at the door almost the entire
time I was with Fred Strohm.  Deputy Collins accurately described the event:

“Mr. Miller finished his civil conversation ...”

There was no civil disturbance.  That [expletive deleted] Erica Phillips was plenty upset about my piece on
Follow the Money, so she filed a false police report to keep me from coming back.  In doing so, she was
interfering with emergency services, taking three Deputies out of service for no reason at all.  Charges should
be filed against Erica Phillips.

At the very least, I deserve a public apology from Sarge’s Board of directors for her actions.
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